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Abstract
Until recently, it has been necessary to have two separate pipe-lines connected to the A Annulus wellhead in gas lifted
wells. One line for lift gas injection, and one for blow down. This white paper describes the use of field proven
technologies, which can significantly reduce the amount of pipework and number of valves necessary in the wellbay
area. In addition to space-saving, the benefits include: CAPEX savings, improved well integrity, and more reliable
pressure and temperature data acquisition.

Traditional Gas Lift Wellhead Pipework Arrangement
The typical ’two line’ arrangement is shown below on the LHS. This was necessary because a check valve type device is
usually installed on the lift gas injection line, which would not permit blow down.
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Simplified Gas Lift Wellhead Pipework arrangement
This simplified arrangement is shown on the RHS above. The enabling technologies are the:
•
MSAS-G: a double integrity barrier, hydraulically actuated wellhead safety
valve system (with bi directional flow / fail safe closed functionality similar to a subsurface safety valve).
•
VR Sense: a double integrity barrier pressure / temperature sensor.

MSAS-G

VR Sense

They are installed in the threaded profiles (VR profiles), which are present in all
wellheads (machined into both side outlets). Because the MSAS-G enables bi
directional flow, there is no longer any need for separate injection and blow down
lines to the wellhead. The spare port on the wellhead can therefore be used to install
a double barrier annulus Pressure /Temperature sensor, which significantly improves
well integrity. Improved data reliability is also facilitated [1].
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CAPEX and OPEX Savings

The use of the MSAS-G and VR Sense eliminates the need for:
• 4 x A Annulus Gate Valves
• 1 x B Annulus Gate Valve
• 1 x Check Valve
• 3 Instrument Flanges and Pressure Gauges
• Associated Pipework
This can amount to significant CAPEX savings, especially where CRA materials are employed and where lengthy pipe
runs to and from the various manifold are required. The lifecycle OPEX costs for NDT / maintaining the various valves /
pipework that can be removed are obviously also eliminated.
In a published SPE paper [2] one Operating Company concluded:
“In addition to the safety benefits of less facilities subjected to damage from drilling and maintenance
operations, there is a direct cost savings achieved through the optimization of surface facilities. … far exceeded
the cost of implementing the new Lift Gas Safety System (LGSS) technology into the field development”

Well Integrity Benefits
A number of well integrity benefits are also delivered. The widely followed The Norsok D10 ‘Well Integrity for Drilling
and Well Operations Guidelines’ states:
“A large volume of pressurised hydrocarbon gas in the A Annuli represents a substantial risk”…… "All gas lifted
wells shall have two barriers to prevent release of the A annulus gas volume”
Referring again to the well diagrams overleaf, it can be seen the new approach facilitates this requirement. It is also
noteworthy that the primary barrier envelope now sits within the wellbore, where it is protected from dropped object
or collision damage.
This is in contrast to the traditional configuration, where only a single barrier exists, some distance away from the
wellbore. This is particularly important in situations where multiple wells are co-located in a confined platform or well
pad. In these cases unplanned incidents during operations on adjacent wells, could result in damage to ‘single barrier’
pipework containing high pressure lift gas, where no secondary means of isolation is possible.
Although not the cause of the disaster, the
situation resulted in 4 wells continuing to blow
out, via the tubing/ casing annulus (A Annulus), for
5 weeks after the original fire was extinguished
[3].
The reason the fires continued to burn was a
combination of:
•
The single barrier that the annulus line
gate valve offered vs the release of annulus gas
failed, allowing communication between the
annulus contents and atmosphere.
•
The check valves in the downhole gas lift
valves failed, allowing reservoir fluids to follow
continuously into the annulus.
It was after this disaster that the need for a
double barrier to flow from the gas lift annulus
was first recognised.
[1] PTC White Paper: A new Approach to Annulus Pressure Monitoring: Improving Data Reliability and Well Integrity, while Reducing Lifecycle Costs
[2] SPE Paper 171748: Surface Safety System Enhances Gas Lift Safety and Optimizes Surface Line Architecture on Island Wells
[3] Fire in the Night, The Piper Alpha Disaster: S McGinty
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